A specific study of the uncertainties of turbine power output measured in turbocharger test benches is presented using the law of uncertainty propagation and the influence of the different terms that contribute to it is shown. Then, non-linear mixed integer mathematical programming algorithms used with the turbine power uncertainty expression become an essential tool to overcome the problem of selection new sensors to improve an existing test rig or to contribute to a new one. A method of optimisation is presented for two different scenarios: first, where the maximum cost is a constraint; second where the maximum uncertainty is a constraint and the total cost is minimised. When using a large transducers database, computational efforts may be reduced by solving the relaxed non-integer problem by means of sequential quadratic programming and then probing the ceilings and floors of the parameters to get an optimum approximation with low costs. A comparison between the linear uncertainty propagation model and Monte Carlo simulations is also presented, only showing benefits of the later method when computing high order statistical moments of the turbine power output probability distribution.
Introduction
Improving the experimental characterisation of centrifugal compressors and centripetal turbines is a topic of high interest for both researchers and engine manufacturers. To ensure minimum errors in the experimental studies done in turbocharger test rigs, experimental measurement standards [1, 2] are developed and a high technical knowledge and experience in this particular area is needed, as well as high quality experimental facilities. Nevertheless, as both researchers and engine manufacturers are interested into getting experimental results at operating conditions typical of urban driving cycles, the uncertainty of the measurements done within these experimental facilities becomes excessively high for practical purposes and the test rig designer needs to invest in newer equipment.
Although the uncertainty value of every single sensor in a common test rig is generally small, the number of sensors used in such facilities tends to be numerous, each one contributing to the generation of the final uncertainty of the different quantities of interest. The quantification of these uncertainties requires a separate study of parameters such as air temperature, pressure and mass flow and the characteristics of the transducers used to measure them as seen in different works like [3] or [4] .
This work shows the variability of the uncertainty, which is studied statistically, as a function of the type of sensors used: thermocouples and resistance temperature detectors used to measure temperature, pressure sensors like piezoelectric and piezoresistive to measure pressure or the air mass flow measured with a hot wire, vortex flowmeter or rotameter. The propagated uncertainty is computed using a first order Taylor expansion of the expressions of interest, then computing the variancecovariance matrix of the obtained linear approximation and neglecting the covariance terms due to lack of correlation between the different variables, and assuming normal distribution of the final results. While there are several papers about turbocharger experimental studies with uncertainties computations done in detail, like in [5] , it is usually not the case. The aim of this work is the development of a flexible methodology to estimate the measurement uncertainties in the particular case of the experimental characterisation of turbochargers and to give hints to the test rig designer to select new trans-ducers optimising the results with a minimum cost.
As usual in this sort of works, it is supposed that the tests are being conducted in almost-adiabatic conditions in a cold test rig. Povedin et al. [6] analyse the influence of different parameters of lubricating oil in the performance of radial turbochargers in almost-adiabatic conditions and it is said that the uncertainty of the measurement can be very problematic at low operating conditions, but no computation of these uncertainties is done. Some authors make their tests in hot conditions. Serrano et al. [7] propose a thermal characterisation methodology successfully applied in a turbocharger, but no uncertainties are quantified. T. Thurnheer et al. [8] , present an experimental investigation on different injection strategies in a heavy-duty diesel engine and the uncertainty of different measurements is shown but no propagation is done. M. Tancrez et al. [9] present a new representation of the turbine performance maps oriented for turbocharger characterisation and it is said when using some representations of turbine maps in numerical simulations the uncertainties of the measurements can propagate very amplified to the final results, so it is very important to quantify them. In the work presented by P. Günther et al. [10] the deformation and the movement of a high speed rotor is measured and the uncertainties involved are quantified. The authors suggest to calculate the propagation of uncertainties in order to understand how the results can be affected by the propagation effect. Therefore, through this work it is possible to obtain more robust results thanks to the calculus applied to the propagation of uncertainties combined with the sensors selection. In order to optimally select new sensors, a non-linear integer programming problem has to be solved. Several techniques are used in real-world engineering problems involving non-linear programming, as in the work of Weihong Zhang et al. [11] , and nonlinear integer programming, as can be seen in the work of Daisuke Yokoya [12] , Sahoo, N. P. [13] or Pal, P [14] . Rose applies an optimisation process to design of experiments to minimise the effect of measurement uncertainties [15] . This work presents one technique suitable for the selection of new experimental equipment in turbocharger gas stands. This paper is divided in four parts: in the first part the basic equations of uncertainties propagation are presented and the expression for the turbine power uncertainty is developed; in the second part an optimisation methodology to select transducers for a turbocharger test rig is explained; in the third part, the turbine power uncertainty obtained during a typical experimental campaign is shown and compared with the results of Monte Carlo simulations and an optimisation process to select new testing equipment is exposed; last, conclusions and hints to achieve better results are presented.
Propagation of uncertainty
Uncertainty in direct measurements is propagated to derived quantities that are of interest such as compressor power or turbine efficiency. To assess the reliability of the measurements of physical quantities, values of their uncertainties should be given in a standardized way. There are different types of methods used to estimate the distribution of the probability density of values of uncertainty for a multivariate system, some of them comprise "Bootstrapping" and "Monte Carlo" methodologies. A good alternative is described in [16] by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology and is applied in this work. The objective focuses on finding the standard deviation but not the probability density of the results. Moreover, the bootstrapping and Monte Carlo [17] methods require more computational time than the standard method but generate more information.
Standard deviation is used as a measure of uncertainty, and some information about the probability density function that describes the behaviour of the measurements done by means of each transducer is needed to compute it using manufacturer's data. When there is no information available about the expected probability density function, an uniform distribution should be used.
In the present work, a coverage factor k is used on the basis of a level of confidence of 99.7 % of the real values of the measurands falling inside an interval z − k · u z to z + k · u z , what gives k = 3 in case of normal distributions. In the case of uniform distributions, the real values of the measurands fall inside the interval z− √ 3·u z to z+ √ 3·u z with a level of confidence of 100 %. The value k · u z is called expanded uncertainty. The standard uncertainty of z, where z is the estimate of the measurand Z and thus the result of the measurement, is obtained by appropriately combining the standard uncertainties of the input estimates x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n . This combined standard uncertainty of the estimate z is denoted by u z .
For a given derived quantity z, its uncertainty u z can be computed as:
where, again u x i is the uncertainty of the variable x i and it is assumed that there is no correlation between the measurements. This can be also approximated by: 
Experimental application in turbine power
In this section, the uncertainty associated to the computation of the power output of a turbine in a turbocharger test rig is presented. The influence of several terms is estimated.
A typical test rig arrangement is schematically shown in Figure 1 .
In many cases, tests are done in almost-adiabatic conditions, so the heat flow can be neglected and the power output of the turbine can be computed as:
Doing the tests in a cold test rig in almost-adiabatic conditions is very common because heat transfer between the different parts of the turbocharger and to the atmosphere is almost trivially measurable. Payri et al [18] and Serrano et al [19] use this technique to characterise mechanical losses in small turbochargers. Povedin et al [6] show the influence of several parameters of the lubricating oil in the performance of a centrifugal compressor is measured also in quasi-adiabatic 
conditions. Nevertheless, some authors try to model the heat transfer, like Bohn et al [20] and Serrano et al [21] , throwing interesting results, as can be a methodology to separate turbine power from heat transfer in measurements done in hot test rigs. Equation 3 can be further simplified:
where T mean = T 03 +T 04 2 . As can be seen in Figure 2 , the systematic error incurred by approximating the integral is negligible.
Generally, the only directly measured variable in equation 4 is the mass flow rate: the specific heat capacity is obtained from correlations and the total temperature is approximated by measuring the static temperature plus the kinetic energy contribution multiplied by a recovery factor. Following, the different terms are to be discussed:
Total temperature
The total temperature T 0 is:
where T is the static temperature, γ is the heat capacity ratio of the air and M is the Mach number. The measured temperatureT lies between the static and the total temperature, as can be seen in [22] . A recovery factor e as described in [23] can be used:
The measured temperature is, therefore:
Using equations 5 and 7, the total temperature becomes:
If the Mach number is not very high:
where γ is a function of the static temperature and the composition of the air and R is only a function of the composition of the air. When working with air, its more important differences in composition are due to variations in its specific humidity; other species could be needed in some cases, i.e., when working with exhaust gases. u T 0 can be computed:
Considering a low Mach number (below 0.3) inside the ducts is consistent with the measurements done by the authors of this paper and gives a systematic error in the computation of T 0 of less than 0.1 K in the worst cases, being it below 0.01 K in the majority of the points studied. If not assuming the hypotesis of low Mach number, the expression of u T 0 becomes more complex while not giving an important improvement in accuracy and affecting the computational time used during the optimisation process explained later in this work.
Specific heat capacity
The specific heat capacity c p is a function of the temperature and the composition of the air, which, as commented before, is computed using its specific humidity:
Its uncertainty is:
where u T 03 and u T 04 can be obtained using equation 10.
Turbine power uncertainty
The turbine power uncertainty can be computed as:
where u T 03 and u T 04 can be obtained from equation 10.
If several sensors for a given value are used, the uncertainty associated to its mean value is to be used. For example, in the case of several mass flow rate sensors:
where Nṁ is the number of mass flow rate sensors used.
Optimisation methodology
In order to optimise the investment in new experimental equipment, a database of prices and technical specifications of sensors from different suppliers has to be compiled. Also, the expression of turbine output power uncertainty and a representative experimental dataset are needed. After that, the test rig designer has one of the next targets:
• Minimise the uncertainty for a given maximum acceptable economic cost.
• Minimise the cost for a given target uncertainty.
In the former case, the cost is a constraint of the optimisation problem and the uncertainty is weighted so it is more important to reduce it in some zone of interest, whereas in the latter the cost is the objective function to optimise.
The first case can be described as:
The second case can be described as:
where uẆ t is the expected uncertainty of all the points of the representative experimental dataset, y i is the number of sensors of type i, y i,s is the number of sensors of type i already in stock, N i is the maximum allowable number of sensors of type i due to available space or other restrictions, d i is the unitary cost of a sensor of type i, n is the size of the sensors database, H is the Heavyside step function, d max is the maximum allowable cost, u max is the maximum allowable uncertainty and f is a weight function for the uncertainty. A typical choice for f is the geometric mean of uẆ t . As some kind of sensors are necessary (i.e., at least one mass flow rate transducer is needed), the value of the uncertainty can be defined as 100 % if the sum of all the sensors of that kind is equal to zero. As all general non-linear integral programming problems, both described situations are NP-hard, but some cases can be simplified. In the first case, when the uncertainty is to be minimised, if the test right designer has no sensors in stock, the constraints becomes linear and some efforts can be done into obtaining a better solving algorithm, as seen in [24] . Nevertheless, any NMIP algorithm may be used, such as a genetic algorithms [25] or branch and bound methods as described in [26] or, more recently, in [27] or [12] . The proposed algorithm to solve the problem is as follows:
• First, the relaxed non-integer problem is solved by means of sequential quadratic programming, giving results with low computational cost.
• Last, the ceilings and floors of the parameters are probed to get an approximation of the real optimum. The cost of this last stage is only O (2 n ) and gives better results than just rounding the result to the nearest integer.
Solving the relaxed non-integer problem with sequential quadratic programming usually gives results with less iterations than using other methods such as genetic algorithms. The authors have successfully used the SLSQP algorithm by D. Kraft [28] found in NLopt [29] and in SciPy [30] , but other SQP algorithms may apply.
Application to a real case
The former methodology has been applied to a real testing campaign, computing uncertainties for the power output of an automotive turbine, giving the results shown in Figure 3 , using a coverage factor of 3. The characteristics of the transducers used during the testing campaign are:
• Mass flow rate: one hot-film mass flow rate meter at the turbine outlet line, calibrated for air; maximum flow rate of 0.200 kg / s; expanded uncertainty of 1.1 % of the measured value for measurements higher than 0.005 kg / s, uniform distribution.
• Temperature: four type K thermocouples at the turbine inlet, other four at the outlet; expanded uncertainty of 1.52 K, including cable and acquisition system effects, uniform distribution.
• Pressure: two piezoresistive transducers at the turbine inlet and other two at the turbine outlet duct, with a maximum measurable absolute pressure of 0.5 MPa; expanded uncertainty of 12.5 hPa, uniform distribution.
• Humidity: one relative humidity sensor with a 5 % uncertainty, one thermistor with an uncertainty of 0.2 K and one piezoresistive transducer; expanded uncertainty of 3 hPa, uniform distribution.
• Duct diameter: one vernier calliper; expanded uncertainty of 0.02 mm, uniform distribution. In order to validate the results using the simplifications performed to compute Figure 3 , Monte Carlo simulations were executed. The simulations were done for different power levels. For each experimental point, a high number of evaluations of the turbine power were done, each one modifying the measured variables with random values obtained from uniform distributions with expanded uncertainties equal to that given by the manufacturer's datasheets. The results for a low power point and a high power point and one million simulations are shown in figures 4 and 5, where the dashed line represents the simplified probability density function assumed in the former sections of the article and the solid one represents the normalized results of the Monte Carlo simulation. Also, the results for one thousand simulations are shown in figures 6 and 7.
The results of the simulations show almost no skewness and a bit less kurtosis than the simplified normal distribution, resulting in computed standard deviation comparable to that previously computed, as seen in figures tion and mean, the form of the probability density function is distorted, as shown in figures 6 and 7. As can be seen in figures 8 and 9, a high number of evaluations is needed in order to properly compute higher order statistical moments such as skewness or kurtosis. The tradeoff of several orders of magnitude in computational time makes the Monte Carlo simulations not viable for some applications, such as real time processing of test rig results. As the results for turbine output power uncertainty are the same using the linearised model and the Monte Carlo simulations, the former method will be used. Figures 3 and 10 show big uncertainties at low turbine output powers. These results are due to measuring both small temperature differences between the inlet and the outlet of the turbine and small mass flow rates: is valid only when the mass flow rate and the temperature drop is almost zero, but gives some insight in why very high uncertainties are expected when measuring low powers: changes in the inlet or outlet measured temperature of the order of the temperature transducer uncertainty translate in large changes in the computed turbine power if the temperature drop is comparable to the temperature transducer uncertainty.
At high powers, the expected uncertainty shows an asymptotic behaviour, ruled by the flow rate meter characteristics except in cases with low uncertainties associated to the mass flow rate measurement.
This dataset is used during an optimisation process for a new test rig with minimum uncertainty and the following results arise:
In figures 11 and 12, the optimisation has been done supposing no sensors in stock and minimising the uncertainty with increasing maximum costs. Figure 11 shows Figure 12 the uncertainty obtained at two different output power levels. In both figures only the transducer cost is shown, not taking into account other costs such as ducts or joints. The major improvements are found at low powers with relatively small costs, investing in better temperature sensors. In Figure 11 , the first point is obtained with low cost mass flow rate sensors, one unshielded type K thermocouple per measurement section, low cost pressure transducers and no humidity measurement; the step 1 is obtained with one class B PT-100 transducer per measurement section and maintaining the same sensors as before; step 2 is obtained with 4 class A, 4 wire shielded PT-100 transducers per measurement section; in step 3, the mass flow rate sensor used has a lower uncertainty of 1 % of the measured value; step 4 introduces humidity sensors; step 5 is obtained with two low uncertainty mass flow rate sensors but reducing the number of tem- 
Conclusions
Turbine power uncertainties grow at a very fast rate when low powers are to be measured. The most important contributions are that derived of temperature measurement at the inlet and the outlet. When high accuracy in turbine power measurement is wanted, special care is needed in the thermocouples arrangement. Better results are expected by using lower uncertainty sensors, such as RTDs. When using the best measurement techniques available for temperature and mass flow rate, the effects of humidity and pressure become to be of importance.Ẇ The authors conclude that the first way to improve current power measurement techniques in turbocharger test rigs is to focus on mass flow rate sensors at high mass flow rates and on temperature sensors arrangement and selection at low mass flow rates, but if a global optimisation of the test rig is required, the methodology explained in section 4 may give better results with lower costs by using a good transducers database and the expression derived in section 3.
Finally, in order to compute propagations, a simple linear approximation gives good results. Monte Carlo simulations, in the other hand, give not only the uncertainty of the measurement but also the shape of the probability density function if a high number of evaluations are used, but at a computational cost several orders of magnitude higher, rendering this method unaffordable for real-time evaluation in gas stands. Nevertheless, they can be used for post-processing and sensor selection when more information than the mean and the standard deviation is needed, such as skewness, kurtosis or higher order moments.
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